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Ways to Watch - TV | NHK WORLD-JAPAN Live & Programs

Our programs are available via satellite broadcasting, cable TV and free app. A cutting-edge interview program from NHK WORLD-JAPAN's production team in New York. from politics, economy

History of broadcasting - Wikipedia

The first radio station in Japan was JOAK, which opened in Tokyo in March 1925. It was founded by Masajiro Kotamura, an inventor and engineer. today known as NHK (Nippon Hoso Kyokai), began in August 1926. All stations were supported by licensing fees: in 1926, for example, The Politics of Canadian Broadcasting, 1920-1951 (University

NHK - Wikipedia, la enciclopedia libre

El origen de NHK se remonta a la primera emisora japonesa de radio, la «Estación Radiodifusora de Tokio» (Tokyo Broadcasting Station, 東京放送局), fundada en 1924 bajo la dirección de Gotō Shinpei. Sus emisiones comenzaron el 22 de marzo de 1925, a las 9:30 de la mañana. [3] Ese mismo año se crearon otras radios en Osaka y Nagoya. El 6 de agosto de 1926, la gestión de las tres

NHK NEWS & Disaster Info - Apps on Google Play


CNN Video Experience

Watch CNN streaming channels featuring Anderson Cooper, classic Larry King interviews, and feature shows covering travel, culture and global news.

China | NHK WORLD-JAPAN News

Jun 27, 2022 · #Politics; May 24, 2022. New website in Ukrainian provides tips for living in Japan; NHK WORLD-JAPAN Press Kit for FY 2022 released; NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)

The world's oldest person, 119-year-old Kane Tanaka, dies in Japan

Apr 25, 2022 · NHK reported on Monday the death of Kane Tanaka, who was born on January 2, 1903. She died of old age at a hospital in Fukuoka city in western Japan on April 19, according to the broadcaster.

List of regions of Japan - Wikipedia

In many contexts in Japan (government, media markets, sports, regional business or trade union confederations), regions are used that deviate from the above-mentioned common geographical 8-region division that is sometimes referred to as "the" regions of Japan in the English Wikipedia and some other English-language publications. Examples of

Is Japan open to travelers? Some locals not ready to reopen borders - CNBC

May 11, 2022 · International travelers to Japan fell from nearly 32 million in 2019 to just 250,000
in 2021, according to the Japan National Tourism Organization. With a clientele of nearly all locals, some

**broadcasting politics in japan nhk**

Japan Broadcasting Corp. (NHK) finally complied on July 8. The most strenuous criticism voiced at the meetings came from Shunzo Morishita, then acting chairman of the board and now chairman.

**nhk board may have come close to violating broadcast law**

Japan Broadcasting Corp. (NHK) has announced its plan to lower viewing fees in fiscal 2023, marking a change of course after initially insisting it would prioritize cost-cutting efforts.

**in a reversal, nhk to reduce viewing fees in fiscal 2023**

Japan Broadcasting Corp. (NHK) on Jan. 9 admitted that it falsely labeled a man as a “paid protester” against the Tokyo Olympics, and denied the mistake was intentional. NHK aired a two

**nhk apologizes for false label of ‘paid protester’ against olympics**

Japan Broadcasting Corp. (NHK) produces and airs “NHK Kohaku Utagassen” (literally, Red and White song battle), an annual New Year’s Eve TV entertainment special. The show uses a battle-of

**experts, lgbt groups say nhk’s year-end show is divisive**

A new Japan Broadcasting Corp. (NHK) drama aims to foster better understanding of people who identify as being asexual or asexual–a topic long ignored by mainstream TV. The series "Koisenu"

**nhk tv drama sheds light on lives of asexual, aromantic people**

“It is extremely deplorable that we have conveyed information that was not true,” Japan Broadcasting Corp. (NHK) said in a statement. “We apologize to our audience.” The program, which was

**nhk apologizes for fabricated documentary on renting friends**

In another message posted in April, he bashed Japan Broadcasting Corp. (NHK) using discriminatory expressions after the public broadcaster aired a TV program themed on companies and human rights.

**dhc chairman’s racist posts lead cities to end partnerships**

The ministry is also responsible for the important policy challenge of reforming Japan Broadcasting Corp. (NHK), the public broadcaster. NHK plans to reduce its satellite broadcasting channels

**editorial: loss of public trust widening as dining scandal still simmering**

Viewers who didn’t know the statement’s context must have wondered what on earth it meant when it was read out during a recent NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corp.) news program. From the tortuous

**vox populi: toxic remarks from yoshinoya’s manager sure to ruin appetites**

The ceremony at the National Stadium was aired live by public broadcaster Japan Broadcasting Corp. (NHK). As for the individual viewer rating, it was 40.0 percent in the Kanto region. Based on

**survey: opening ceremony seen by 70 million people in japan**

A wider use of such TVs exclusively for online services could become a thorn in the side for Japan Broadcasting Corp. (NHK). The Don Quijote discount store chain has already almost sold out of its

**tunerless tvs see brisk sales as more people shift to online viewing**

Japan Broadcasting Corp. (NHK) took video footage of a tunnel on behalf of other media outlets. The crew entered the site from the fifth tunnel on June 30. The tunnel is reinforced with iron

**a rare peek into wartime tunnel network under shuri-jo castle**

Actor Masaki Suda played the role of Minamoto no Yoshitsune (1159-1189) in this year’s Japan Broadcasting Corp. (NHK) "taiga" period drama “Kamakura-dono no 13-nin” (The 13 Lords of the

**vox populi: as weeds flourish in rainy season, a reflection on what they cover**

TOKYO, June 27 (Bernama) -- Japan will expand its sanctions list against Russia and will freeze the assets of an additional 70 people and entities and ban exports to 90 structures tied to the defence